Non-Protein Calorie: Nitrogen Ratio (NPC/N) as an Indicator of Nitrogen Balance in Clinical Settings
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Abstract

Background: An energy and protein provision to patients in clinical settings, with not only acute but non-acute illnesses, have been reported an essential to prevent body mass wasting if they are provided sufficiently. A malnutrition observed in acute and chronic illnesses is more or less resulted from an inflammation.

Methods: We set three clinical questions to analyze:

a) To which extents is protein provision sufficient to prevent adverse events in nutritional management,

b) Is there any relevant indicator to prevent muscle loss,

c) If it exists, is there any explanation to make clear the mechanism hidden behind it?

Results:

a) 1.2-1.5 gram protein per kg of preadmission body weight was defined optimal target.

b) There was a significant relation between total protein loss and calorie: N ratio. Additionally, non-protein calorie: N (NPC/N) ratio were also proposed as indicators of N balance in the literatures.

c) The hormonal and metabolic reactions to starvation and stress were studied to ensure the mechanism hidden behind these sequences.

Conclusion: From the review of the literatures, we would propose NPC/N ratio as a clinically feasible indicator of nitrogen balance to prevent muscle loss or adverse events to prevent in patients with acute and non-acute illnesses.
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Introduction

An energy and protein provision to patients in clinical settings, not only in acute but in non-acute, have been reported essential to prevent body mass losing if provided sufficiently [1]. A malnutrition still frequently observed in acute and chronic illnesses could be identical, more or less, to an inflammation observed as main cause of malnutrition [2]. Under inflammatory circumstances, pro-inflammatory cytokine storm on skeletal muscles insults on muscle to result in loss of muscle mass and cachexic sequences occurs [3]. In these contexts, insufficient energy and protein managements in patients with acute or non-acute illnesses have been reported to have an impact on morbidity and mortality [4-6]. In other words, an appropriate nutritional management with sufficient energy and protein might prevent muscle loss and poor outcome.

Methods

From these nutritional points of view, three key questions are raised to analyze:

a) To which extents is protein provision sufficient to prevent adverse events in nutritional management,

b) Is there any relevant indicator to prevent muscle loss, and

c) If it exists, is there any explanation to make clear the
mechanism hidden behind it? To answer to these three clinical questions (CQs), we reviewed the literatures.

Results

CQ 1: To which extents is protein Provision sufficient?

The Dutch Perioperative Guideline in 2007 [7] has proposed that 1.2 -1.5gram protein per kg of preadmission body weight was defined optimal target followed by several additional clinical studies in critically ill settings[4-6].

CQ 2: Is there any relevant indicator to prevent muscle loss?

A systematic review successfully identified in 53 studies with 91 cohorts which comprised 1107 subjects that a significant relation between total protein loss, expressed in nitrogen (N) weight (g), and energy (E) to N provision (E/N) [8]. Moving back to early 1980’s, however, similar idea of calorie: N ratio calculated in infusions formulae has already been proposed as a relevant indicator of N balance (NPC/N; kcal/gram in its unit) in patients after burn [9]. In this article, the authors emphasized clinical importance of non-protein calorie: N ratio. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to propose to utilize this ratio in the clinical setting. An energy was expressed in infused in this article, whereas the energy expenditure was in the former article. From aspect of clinical simplicity, the actually E intake seems more feasible than measured energy expenditure. Comparing administered E/N with NPC/N, as NPC/N is transferable to an equation of [6.25*(E/N)-25] mathematically, these two parameters must be identical. In these reasons, we would re-propose NPC/N ratio, ranging from 125 to 225 for less stressed patients (Figure 1), as a relevant indicator of N balance in clinical settings. In this figure, areas of NPC/N under 125 or over 225 indicate that for protein restriction such as in chronic kidney diseases, or for protein loading in post-stress status, respectively.

CQ 3: Is there any explanation to make clear the mechanism hidden behind it?

Around 1980’s, nutritional managements in patients under surgical stress have vigorously studied to prevent negative N balance and adverse events. Among these studies, the article written by group of Francis D Moore has clearly proved hormonal stabilities, mainly using insulin and insulin/glucagon ratios, provided by sufficient amount of energy to prevent ketogenic reactions observed in starvations [10,11]. In their observations, additional observations to administrate high dose carbohydrate were related with significantly high serum insulin and low ketone body production, both reflecting preventions of amino acids moving from skeletal muscles and diminishments of gluconeogenesis. Both has been identified to inhibit catabolic reactions to prevent protein energy malnutrition and poor clinical outcomes.

Figure 1: Relationship between protein dose in total energy (%) and non-protein calorie: nitrogen ratio (NPC/N). This relationship is shown in fractional function in mathematical manner. Here, the fractional function is shown: Y=[2500/X]-25. NPC/N is ranging from 125 to 225 for ordinary conditions. To contrary, areas of NPC/N under 125 or over 225 indicate that for protein restriction such as in chronic kidney diseases, or for protein loading in post-stress status, respectively. The coordinates of three points exist at borders among three areas mentioned above are the follows: (10.0, 225), (12.5, 175), and (20.0, 125) from left to right direction in x-axis.

Conclusion

From the review of the literatures, we would propose NPC/N ratio as a clinically feasible indicator of nitrogen balance in patients with acute and non-acute illness [3].
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